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Overview

1. Japanese and European perspectives 

2. The End of History and The (Brave) New World 

3. A peek preview of the Paris Report 2024
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The end of history 
End of ideology, 
End of geography 
End of poverty

That was 1992
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What happened then 

The world flattened

1. great moderation 
2. falling inflation 
3. falling real interest rates
4. falling poverty
5. falling inequality between countries 
6. rising globalization 
7. global value chains
9. dollar dominance
10. global citizenship 
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The end of the end of history 
Crisis, populism, pandemic, trade war, China
Anocracies on the rise , War in Europe and? 



It’s a New World 
Paris Report 2024: European Economic Security
J Pisani-Ferry, B Weder di Mauro, J Zettelmeyer  



Import dependence – defined precisely 
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Summary

1. The world of the great moderation is gone, unfortunately

1. Geography is back, 

2. Political and economic fragmentation

3. Ideology is back

2. Paris report recommendations;  Be prepared, ”buy” insurance
1. Reduce dependence on critical imports 

2. Reduce dependence on concentrated exports (coercion risk)

3. Dedicated anti-coercion instruments 

4. Single market – one voice

3. Avoid : Protectionism , capture by special interests
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Thank you 

Beatrice Weder di Mauro
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